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Image 1: The CHUW prototype in the East Village. The facility belongs to a new neighborhood ecology of household waste management. Collection and transpor-
tation methods, frequency of distribution, material recovery, and energy generation are all reconsidered. By having a presence in the city, the CHUW encourages 
a relational understanding of value between used goods and traditional resources (energy, heat, etc). Residents participate through convenient drop-off interaction 
and fabrication workshops.

Image 2: A machine for turning trash to treasure: the CHUW vertically integrates waste processing and local manufacturing. From street level, compact electric 
trucks deposit collections four times a day. Pickers and conveyors bring the sorted waste to their respective levels for further sorting and baling. Each type of 
baled material then moves along the storage façade to a manufacturing floor where local fabricators have direct access to raw materials. Unused materials are 
sold throughout the city.

Image 3: 50 tons of household waste is collected daily and processed into 
raw material per category.

Image 4: Economic and environmental benefits of waste recovery via renew-
able energy and material resource.

Image 5: Employee lounge and public community garden sit above the  
collection/drop-off floor on street level.

Image 6: Aluminum processing and manufacturing floors, paper processing 
and manufacturing floors.

Image 7: Exploded model view from 14th St & 1st Ave,  sectional view showing 
programmatic stacking.

Image 8: Truck drop-off and sorting prep, sorting and manufacturing spaces 
behind storage façade.

Image 9: Plasma gasification and compost rooftop, all non-recyclable material 
is gasified into energy.

Image 10: Truck and pedestrian drop-off on ground floor, picking conveyors 
lead to vertical conveyor core.
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As waste removal becomes increasingly difficult to handle 
and landfill space ever more scarce, cities such as New 
York must become more resourceful in the manner in 
which they address their refuse. Confronting this prob-
lem, the project proposes a building in the midst of the 
metropolis for waste collection and processing, a “machine 
for turning trash into treasure”. The municipal Center for 
Harvesting Utility from Waste (CHUW) recognizes an oppor-
tunity to locally treat collected waste, breaking it down 
into its constituent components – organic substances, 
metal, paper, plastic, glass, and so forth – in order to exploit 
its content.

Greatly appreciated by the jury is the idea to conceive a 
new type of urban infrastructure that offers an answer 
to the problematic interplay of material flows in urban 
environments. In this regard, the project proposes to close 
a gap in the chain that reaches from material extraction 
and processing to consumption and disposal. Applauded 
is the notion to propose an infrastructure building devised 
to mine the city, an important node within the metabolic 
system of a fragile urban ecology. Lastly, the jury com-
mended the clarity and beauty of the drawings and models 
presented in the submission.

Progress and Place: Embedded within the urban fabric of 
East Village, the Center for Harvesting Utility from Waste 
(CHUW) operates like a machine for processing collected 
waste into its constituent categories of organics, metals, 
paper, plastic and glass. The design promotes a duality of 
extraction and production, coupling material recovery 
and on-site light manufacturing. Part supplier and part 
factory, the CHUW generates economic value through 
the local production of raw material as well as end prod-
ucts. The CHUW embodies a multi-scalar ecosystem that 
blurs the boundary between waste and value at all levels 
of the city, from the home to the street to the neighbor-
hood and back again.

People: In having a physical presence in the city, the CHUW 
narrows the gap in our social consciousness between 
what we consume and what we produce. Community 
participation is fostered through gardening, composting 
and fabrication workshops, programs that emphasize in-
teraction with waste material in the spirit of production. 
Dismantling outmoded and unaffordable notions of city 
waste, the project aims to present a new resource infra-
structure that is interconnected and cyclical rather than 
dissociated and linear.

Planet: Only 15% of New York State’s current energy de-
mand is met by renewable sources. The CHUW can in-
crease this amount by 5% through the use of plasma gas-
ification. The CHUW promotes upstream recycling 
programs for 70% of collected household waste and gas-
ification of the remaining 30%. The CHUW estimates that 
plasma gasification of this 30% can generate electricity 
for 100,000 homes, saving 664,500 metric tons of CO2 
emissions and 100 million L (26 million US gallons) of 
gasoline. Also, by consuming waste locally within the city, 
the CHUW cuts down transportation costs and resources 
(trucks, barges, etc).

Prosperity: Each CHUW facility takes in 50 tons of house-
hold waste daily from pedestrian drop-off and trucks 
powered by gasified trash. Each 50 tons breaks down into 
these constituent material quantities: 5% baled post-
consumer aluminum scrap ($1,280 worth/day), 14% baled 
mixed plastic scrap ($1,370 worth/day), 30% baled mixed 
paper ($620 worth/day), 4% baled post-consumer glass 
scrap ($20 worth/day), and 22% high-quality finished 
compost ($1,600 worth/day). As a neighborhood operat-
ed facility, the CHUW will be able to run independently 
on profit made from the re-sale of recycled raw material 
throughout the city. Leasable manufacturing space in the 
facility also provides financial sustainability.
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